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A pseudo-utility representation of a preference relation P in a set X is a real func- 
tion defined over X2 whose support coincides with the graph of P. It is proved that, 
for a parametrized family (I7,I t E T) of preference relations in the same domain X, 
there exists a family of their pseudo-utility representations X,(X, x’), quasi-concave 
in x’, such that n is continuous over TX X2. The paper justifies the relevance of the 
problem and presents various special cases, settled in the abstract convexity 
framework. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
A pseudo-utility representation of a (preference) relation P in a set (of 
alternatives) X is any real function p defined over X2 such that for all 
x, x’ E X, xPx’ is equivalent to p(x, x’) > 0. 
Let T be a set (of parameters) and let Z7= (n, 1 t E T) be an indexed 
family of binary relations 17, c Xx X. A joint pseudo-utility representation of 
lZ is any function 7~: TX X2 + R such that for every t E T, z, is a pseudo- 
utility representation of l7,. 
The paper deals with the following problem: Suppose that T and X are 
topological spaces while X is a family of subsets of X. Find interesting suf- 
ficient conditions for the existence of a continuous joint pseudo-utility 
representation II of 17 such that for all t E T, x E X, and all real ~1, the set 
(x’ ( x,(x, x’) 2 01) belongs to X. 
Note that in the case where X is a convex set in a vector space while X 
consists of convex subsets of X, the last requirement reduces to quasi- 
concavity of 7rL,(x, ’) in x’. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section I we give necessary defini- 
tions and formulate the main result, Theorem 1. In Section II we speak 
about the relevance of the problem, discuss the framework of the results, 
and announce their applications. Section III contains the proofs and 
technical questions. Finally, Section IV describes special cases of 
Theorem 1 in more detail. 
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I. FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS 
We begin with necessary definitions. 
A convexity on a topological space X is a family x of closed subsets of 
X which contains X as an element and which is closed under arbitrary 
intersections. Elements of &- are called closed convex sets (there might be 
subsets of X not in x also interpreted as convex sets). For any set A c X 
we shall denote by hull A the (closed convex) hull of A, defined as 
n {KE x 1 K2 A}. We say that a set G E X is convex-like whenever, for 
any compact sets K, K’ E x, Ku K’ E G implies hull (Ku K’) c G. 
We say that a convexity SC on X has the compact hull property if 
hull (Ku K’) is compact whenever K, K’ E x are compact; .C is compact- 
normal if for every compact set C E x and every closed set F disjoint from 
C there exists a compact set DE 3?, also disjoint from F, such that 
CC Int D. Note that, whenever %? contains all singletons, compact-normality 
of SC implies local compactness of X. 
We say that a continuous function f: X-P R is quasi-concave (w.r.t. a 
convexity s on X) whenever {x 1 f(x) 2 a} E 3” u { fa} for every real CI. 
Given topological spaces U, X and a distinguished family x of subsets 
of X (not necessarily a convexity), we shall refer to a set BE U x X as a 
block (w.r.t. U, X, and .X) whenever it is a product of a compact set in U 
and a compact element of %?. 
1. THEOREM. Let T and X be topological spaces and let x be a con- 
vexity on X. Let li’= (ZZ, I t E T) be an indexed family of binary relations 
z7,EXXX. If 
(a) T and X are locally compact; 
(b) x is compact-normal and has the compact hull property; 
(c) the joint graph {(t, x, x’) I xZZrx’} is open and it can be repre- 
sented as a union of countably many blocks w.r.t. T x X, X, and 31r; and 
(d) for every t E T and x E X, the set {x’ 1 xZ7,x’) is convex-like; 
then IT has a continuous joint pseudo-utility representation x,(x, x’), quasi- 
concave in xl. 
The assumptions of Theorem 1 are rather natural; still, they will become 
intuitively clearer after a range of special cases are presented in Section IV. 
The only exception is assumption (c); we feel obliged to specify sufficient 
conditions under which (c) is equivalent to 
(c’) the joint graph {(t, x, x’) I xZ7,x’ } is open. 
This will be done at the end of Section III, in Proposition 5 and Remark 7. 
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II. GENEZIS AND THE RELEVANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
Functions of two arguments whose support coincides with the graph of 
a preference relation are sometimes called comparative utilities or intensities 
of preferences; the number p(x, x’) expresses, in this context, a difference in 
utility between the alternatives x and x’. In order to avoid this interpreta- 
tion, not always desired, we prefer to speak of pseudo-utilities. 
Usually in preference theory (see, e.g., Krantz, Lute, Suppes, and 
Tversky [12, p. 1473 or Fishburn [6, Chap. 61) such two-argument func- 
tions are derived from certain quaternary relations “measuring differences.” 
Sometimes, though not very often (see Kiruta, Rubinov, and Yanovskaya 
[ 11, pp. 37-601 or Wieczorek [ 19]), such two-argument functions are 
studied as a primitive and independent concept. 
We use the term “pseudo-utility” just because very utility representation 
(in the usual sense) u of a preference relation immediately induces such a 
two-argument representation p(x, x’) := u(x) - u(x’). 
Joint utility representations of a parametrized family of preference rela- 
tions have been studied by several authors (e.g., Aumann Cl], Wieczorek 
[ 17, 181, see also Mauldin [13]); the required property was in that case 
their joint measurability. The present paper deals with an analogous 
problem: we look for a joint pseudo-utility representation and the required 
property is its joint continuity. 
We shall now briefly indicate possible applications of Theorem 1 in game 
theory: Suppose that players i= 1, . . . . n have their strategy sets S,, . . . . S, 
and preference relations Pit Sx S, i= 1, . . . . n, where S denotes 
Z7(S, 1 i= 1, . . . . n). An equilibrium of this whole system (game) r is an s E S 
such that (s,, . . . . sip,, ti, si+, , . . . . s,) Pis holds for no i = 1, . . . . n and ti E Si. 
In order to establish the existence of equilibria for r one studies the 
correspondence F: S --* 2’ such that, for every s E S, F(s) has the form of a 
product F,(s) x . . . x F,(s) where, for i= 1, . . . . n, F,(s) is the set of “good” 
replies of player i to the players’ choice of strategies s. Precisely, 
Fi(s) = {tin Si 1 (si, . . . . si- ,, ti, si+ ,, . . . . s,) P,s} if this set is nonempty, 
otherwise Fi(s) = Si. 
It is clear that, for studying equilibria, especially their existence, it suf- 
fices to know, for each i, only the restriction of Pi to {(s, s’) ( sj = s; for all 
j# i}; hence it is equivalent to studying relations P:c Sx Si associated 
with initial relations Pi by formulae 
(s, ri)E&‘if and only if(sl,...,sipl, ~i,si+l,...,~n) Pis, 
with i= 1, . . . . n. 
Suppose that, for i= 1, . . . . n, there exists a function pi: s x si -+ R such 
that for all SE S and tie Si, pi(s, 5,) > 0 is equivalent to (s, ci) Pis. Then 
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F,(s) includes the set, call it F,‘(s), of all maximands of the function 
pi(s, 5,). Hence, every fixed ‘point of the correspondence F’: 5’ -t 2’ defined, 
for SE S, by F’(s) := (F;(s) 1 i = 1, . . . . n), is an equilibrium for r. 
In this context, it becomes very important to learn which relations P: 
admit a representation pi with properties sufficiently good to guarantee 
that the induced correspondence F’ will be regular enough to have a fixed 
point. Note that if we write for a fixed i= 1, . . . . n, T := S, x ... x Sjm. 1x 
S,+,X ... xS,, X:=Si, and, for tET, II,:={(.Y,,~~)ES~XS~I ((tl ,..., t,-l, 
si, ti+ 1) ..*9 t,), ti) E Pi}, we immediately fall into the notation of Theorem 1 
which will provide us with answers to the considered problem. Obviously, 
we are not able to give any more details in this paper; they are presented 
in the author’s separate paper (Wieczorek [20]). 
In the present paper we adopt the generalized convexity framework (we 
try to follow as closely as possible the terminology and notation used by 
Keimel and Wieczorek in [lo]). Generalized convexity theory is a subject 
that has developed rapidly in recent years: the “classics” include 
Jamison [8], and Kay and Womble [9], and there even exists a 
monograph in Russian covering this topic, which is Soltan’s book [lS]. 
However, presenting the results in this language is not just a matter of 
following the current fashion. An immediate advantage is an obvious 
increase in clarity of the exposition. On the other hand, the theory so 
constructed offers new interesting special cases not covered by the “usual” 
convexity; they will be presented in Section IV. Each of these special cases 
can serve for further applications such as presented by Wieczorek in [20]. 
III. THE PROOFS 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be divided into a sequence of lemmata. The 
first of them has purely topological character; its proof can be found in 
Wieczorek [ 19) where it appears as Theorem A.17, p. 34: 
2. LEMMA. Let U be a locally compact space, let 4 be a finite multi- 
plicative family of compact subsets of U, and let a function 9 assign to every 
set FE% its compact neighborhood SF. There exists an assignment ‘5 of a 
compact neighborhood to every set in 8, such that: 
(a) for every FE %, ~FG 9F; and 
(b) for every F, F’E%, zFnzF’~r(FnF’). 
Say that, in the appropriate framework, a set is elementary whenever it 
can be represented as a union of finitely many blocks. 
4C9/169/1-2 
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3. LEMMA. Let U and X be topological spaces and let S be a convexity 
on X. Let a set E c U x X be elementary and let L be its neighborhood in 
uxx. If 
(a) U is locally compact, and 
(b) x is a compact-normal and has the compact hull property, then 
there exists an elementary set E’ c L which is a neighborhood of E, such that 
for every UE U, E’(u) := {x ( (u, x) E E’} ES-U (a}. 
Proof: By definition, E has the form 
U (Fi X Hi 1 i= 1, . . . . n], 
where F1, . . . . F, c U and H,, . . . . H,, E X are compact. 
Let % denote the family of all intersections of the sets I;,, . . . . F,. For 
every FE% write Hr:=n{E(u) 1 u E F}. Obviously all H, are compact 
elements of X and 
E= u {Fx Hr 1 FE%}. 
By the local compactness of U, compact-normality of X, and the 
compactness of all FE% and H, there exist, for every FE%, a compact 
neighborhood G> of F and a neighborhood J”, of H, with J”,E X such that 
GO,xJ$L. 
By Lemma 2, there exists a system (GF 1 FE %) of neighborhoods of the 
sets FE % with G,G Gt for FE % and GF n G,, E G,, F, for all F, F’ E %. 
For every FE% we take J, := fl {s), 1 TE%, TE F). We note that 
E’:= U {G,x Jr I FE%} is a neighborhood of E; the construction per- 
formed guarantees that for every u E U, E’(u), if nonempty, has the form 
Jr0 for some F,,E% and therefore E’(u) is in X. 
4. LEMMA. Let U and X be topological spaces and let SC be a convexity 
on X. Let A c U x X and let a be a countable family of blocks (w.r.t. U, X, 
and S). If 
(a) U is locally compact, 
(b) S? is compact-normal and has the compact hull property, 
(c) A is a neighborhood of every element of a, and 
(d) for every UE U, A(u) := (x I (u, x) E A} is convex-like, 
then there exists a continuous function f: U x X + [O; l] such that 
U 93 c support (f) c A, quasi-concave in the second argument. 
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Proof Arrange elements of 68 into a sequence, possibly of finite or even 
null length (F, x H, , F2 x H,, . . . ). We inductively define a (possibly finite) 
sequence of sets (IV,, W,, . . . ). Let W, := @ and suppose that we have 
already defined W,, c_ U x X which is elementary, which is included in A, 
and all of whose nonempty sections are in xx. 
By Lemma 3, A includes an elementary set E which is a neighborhood 
of W,, and all of whose nonempty sections are in xx. Let 9 ’ be a finite 
family of compact sets in U such that E = u {F x H, 1 FE 9} for some sets 
H~EX and FEN’. Write 9 := {FnF,+, 1 FEN’}. For every FEN, let 
D, := hull (H,u F,+ 1). We define 
W n+l := wnuu {FxD,I FEN}. 
Obviously, W, + 1 is also elementary, it is a subset of A, and all of its 
nonempty sections are in xx. 
Now arrange all the rationals in (0; l] which are not of the form k-l, 
for a positive integer k, into a sequence (I, 1 n = 1, . ..) and define a mapping 
V from the set of all rationals in (0; l] into subsets of U x X. We first let 
V,. := W, whenever  = n - ‘, for a positive integer n, and then we define Vr, 
inductively w.r.t. n, as follows: let r be the largest number in the set 
R, := (k-l 1 k= 1,2, . ..} u {rl, . . . . r,-,} not exceeding rn and let r be the 
smallest number in R, exceeding r,. Suppose that we already know (which 
is an inductive hypothesis, originally checked to hold for r, ) that V, is 
elementary, all of its nonempty sections are in Z, ,and V!G Int Vi. By 
Lemma 3, there exists an elementary set W including V, in its interior, all 
of whose nonempty sections are in JK and which is included in the interior 
of V,; we let V, := W. 
We define a functionf: U x X+ [O; l] lettingf(z) := sup{ q 1 z E V,} (we 
understand that sup a = 0). Checking that f satisfies all the requirements 
is routine. 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4. It suffices to take, 
inLemma4, U:=TxXandtoletAbethejointgraph {(t,~,x’))xIZ~x’}. 
Finally, we specify conditions guaranteeing that, in the framework of 
Theorem 1, every open set in the product (T x X) x X can be represented as 
a union of countably many blocks. We have here the following result: 
5. PROPOSITION. Let T and X be topological spaces and let X be a 
family of subsets of X (e.g., a convexity on X). If T and X are perfectly nor- 
mal, one of them is even metrizable, T is u-compact while X has a countable 
base composed of compact elements of X, then every open set in T x X2 can 
be represented as a union of countably many blocks (w.r.t. T x X, X, and X ). 
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We shall not give here a detailed proof of Proposition 5 but we note only 
that it follows easily from the following Lemma 6 whose proof, in the case 
of X being a convex set in a locally convex topological vector space and X 
consisting of all of its closed convex subsets, has been given by Wieczorek 
in [19, pp. 31-321 (it appears there as Theorem A.8; a proof of the general 
case is almost identical). 
6. LEMMA. If every open set in a topological space U is a-compact (e.g., 
tf U is perfectly normal and u-compact) and a topological space X has a base 
composed of countably many compact elements of a family x E 2x then 
every open subset of U x X is a union of countably many blocks (w.r.t. U, X, 
and .X). 
In order to derive Proposition 5 from Lemma 6, it suffices to take, in 
Lemma 6, U := TX X and to recall that the product of a perfectly normal 
space and a metrizable space is perfectly normal (Morita [14]). 
In connection with Proposition 5 we make the following remark, not 
requiring a proof: 
7. REMARK. If St? is a compact-normal convexity on a topological 
space X and X includes all singletons then X has a base composed of 
compact convex sets. Consequently, if X is second-countable then it has a 
countable base composed of compact convex sets. 
IV. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we present three important special cases of convexities 
where something more can be said about the occurrence of the assumptions 
of Theorem 1. 
Actually, Case A dealing with “usual” convexity in topological vector 
spaces occurs as a special case of the convexity considered in C but, for its 
importance and differences in handling, we treat it separately. 
In turn, Case B has a different character. Only its compact metric case 
is a special case of C; only singletons and intervals are common for the 
special cases A and B. 
(A) Let X be a convex set in a topological vector space E; the usual 
convexity X on X consists of all closed convex subsets of X. This convexity 
always has the compact hull property. It is also easy to check that the usual 
convexity on X is compact-normal whenever X is compact while E is 
Hausdorff and locally convex. 
In this case, conditions (1.~) and (c’) are equivalent whenever T is 
perfectly normal while X is compact metrizable. 
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(B) Let X be a hereditarily unicoherent continuum or, alternatively, a 
locally connected tree-like space (by which we mean that for every distinct 
x, x’ E X there exists y E X such that x and x’ are in different connected 
components of fl( y }). In both cases (see Jamison [IS, p. 551 or van de Vel 
[ 16, p. 241, respectively) the family of all closed connected subsets of X is 
a convexity on X. The compact hull property of X is obvious in the first 
case while in the second case it follows from a known fact (noted by van 
de Vel [16, p. 25)) that the hull of a two-point set is compact. 
If X is a locally connected and hereditarily unicoherent continuum then 
its convexity is compact-normal (this follows from a compactness argument 
and Jamison’s [8, pp. 55-571, observation that in this case for every com- 
pact connected set C c X and every x E C there exists a compact connected 
neighborhood of C, disjoint from x). 
Thus we state that Theorem 1 holds true in the special case where X is 
a locally connected and hereditarily unicoherent continuum or, alter- 
natively, a compact normal and locally connected tree-like space. 
(C) Suppose that a topological space X admits a connectingfunction, 
i.e., a continuous function c: [IO; 11 x X2 + X such that 
c(a, x, x) = c( 1, x, x’) = c(0, x’, x) = x 
holds for all a E [O; 11 and all x, x’ E X. 
We say that a set A G X is convex (w.r.t. c) whenever for all a E [O; l] 
and x, x’ E X, x, x’ E A implies c(a, x, x’) E A. The convexity consisting of all 
closed convex sets is referred to as generated by c. 
The following statements deal with properties appearing as assumptions 
in Theorem 1: 
8. PROPOSITION. Zf a connecting function c in a compact metric space 
(X, r) satisfies the condition 
(a) for every .s>O, x, x’, x,, xi EX such that r(x, x’)<E and 
r(x,, xi) 6 E and every a E [O; 11 there exists /3 E [O; l] such that 
444 x, xl 1, 4 P, x’, -6)) < E, 
then the generated convexity is compact-normal. 
9. PROPOSITION. Zf a connecting function c in a space X satisfies the 
condition 
(a) for every x, x’, x,, xi E X and every a, a’, /3 E [O; l] there exist 
y, yl, SE [IO; 11 such that 
4 A da, XT Xl 1, da’, x’, 4)) = 46, c(y, 4 x’), 4Y I, XI, x; )I, 
then the generated convexity has the compact hull property, 
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In order to prove Proposition 8, it suffices to note that, under &a, for 
any convex set AEX and E>O, A,:={~EXI ZIXEA~(x,y)<sE) is also 
convex. 
In turn, under 9.a, for any convex sets K, K’ G X, hull (Ku K’) coincides 
with the image of [O; 1 J x K x K’ under c; if K and K’ are compact then the 
continuity of c implies the compactness of hull (Ku K’). 
In connection with Proposition 5 we also note that metric spaces which 
admit a connecting function such that there exists a base composed of 
convex sets have been identified as AR’s by Dugundji [S] and Himmelberg 
c71- 
The most common example of a connecting function obtains in the case 
where X is a convex set in a topological vector space: then 
C(CI, X, x’) := ax + (1 - a)x’ is a connecting function and it generates the 
usual convexity on X 
Here is a more original important special case of a connecting function: 
say that a metric space (Y, p) is strongly conuex in the sense of Borsuk [3] 
or [4, p. 2191, if for every y, y’ E Y there exists exactly one ZE Y such that 
p( y, z) = p( y’, z) = p( y, y’)/2. If the space in question is also complete 
then for every y, y’ E Y and every a E [O; l] there exists exactly one 
element d(a, y, y’) E Y such that p( y, ~(cx, y, y’)) = (1 - a) p(y, y’) and 
p( y’, d(cr, y, y’)) = crp( y, y’). This function d is a connecting function 
(cf. Borsuk [4, pp. 325-3261). 
It is known (cf. Bing [2]) that every metric tree can be metrized with a 
strongly convex metric. In this case, the convexity generated by the corre- 
sponding connecting function is compact-normal and has the compact hull 
property; actually it coincides with the convexity described in the special 
case B. 
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